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The StuJy 

institutions '''hose primary goa] is changing youth I s personality and values 

so that these youth can participate effectively in the large society. The 

authors refer to these institutions 11S Ilpeople ch2nging organizations. II 

The major objectives of this study -nre to examine the consequences of 

different correctional goals regarding organization structure, staff per-

spectives and behavior to"lend the inmates, and inrrates behavior. 

An analysis of several broad sets of beliefs (incarceration and depri
J 

vation, authority and obedience, learning, socialization, and therapy) defined 

three major organizational models ranged along the custody-treatment continuum. 

The obedi~nceZ:conformit~~~lcl is committed to incarceration and deprivation, 

authority and obedience beliefs. The re-educatiC1n/de~::19~mcn~~c1el 

caters to learning arid socializ8tion beli.efs \vhil'~ the t~_<0:5nent model 

believes in therapy. Two organizations were selected to represent each model. 

In order to aid the reader in following a comparative analysis involving six 

organizations, the ~uthors first let the letter of each fictional name repre

Tsent the first letter of the characteristic gool: Dick (for Discipline), 

Mixter (for Mixed Go~ls), Regis (for Religious Rules), Bennett (for Benign), r- Hilton (for Hilieu Therapy), and Inland (for Inc! i.vidtlal Therapy). Dick and 

~ Hixter were representlltiv(~s of Cl cllstndinl model, Regis Dnd Bennett \.,ere 

~- , Xexamples of a re-ec1ucation!developcment model ::lnc1 Hilton and Inland represented 

~ua treatment model. 
\' 
!' 
~... The resenrch was comparative ancl to some extent longitudinal. The organi-

•_S~" £ ::x 

O
~. zations repr,esentinr, t\w custodi.al <Inri trentment \l1'>c1cls were studied at t\vO 

I .. p 
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points in time. one data f i,ndings was made available to key Feedback of phase 

" tOt t" between phase one and phase two data gathering 
administrators of each ~nS -~ u-~on 

d was gathered from top admin-
The study is comprehensive in that ata periods. 

In addition,sev~ri1- data gatherlng 
istrators, the rank and file, and the clients. 

k in the organizations, (2) question1air , 
techniques were used (1) interviews of -ey persons 

) observation of: early activities of each 
to all personnel and c1ients, and (3. 

tnstitution involved in the study. 

The presentation of the study is as follows: 

a. of tI1e author's theoretical framework A short discriplion 

b. Variations in each organization 

'\ h)'pothes"L"s presented in the 
1"" I ppcr-led some ~enera" -Evidence Wl~C 1 su' - ~ c. 

conceptual section 

d. 
r~ to tI1e implication of the findings. ConcludinB .rema~ks u_ 

The ConceEtual Model 
an analysis of 

d Perro~'s conceptual framework consists of 
Street,Vintcr an w 

. After 'classifying juvenile 
organizational goals and their implicat1ons. 

d " ~ to seta of 6eliefs ranged along a custody-
correctional institutions accor 1n5 0 . 

autl10rs developed four general guiding propositions. 
treatment continuum, the 

that their theoretical 
The authors very skillfully cited enough sources so 

I to more complete discussioris. 
bases for their conceptu~l position could be tracce 

was t o adequately reduce their guirling porpositions to 
What was not done though 

working hypotheses. 

the four ~enerl propositions and discussing 
Hore specifically, upon presenting {) 

'f 
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organization variationa, the authors first reported the findings which concern 

proposition two,' (stratigies of the exe60tive.) In addition to beginning with 

the second proposition there was no attempt made to reduce the guiding 

proposition to a more workable form. After a discussion of the data which pertained 

to the second proposition, the authors then analyzed the data which concerned the 

first proposition stated, (~taff·inmate relations). Again there was no attempt 

to state '-lorking hypotheses. For some unknown reason, beginning with proposition 

three (inmate perspectives) there was a conscious effort made to tie the analysis 

of the data to the conceptional frame1vork by stating Horking hypotheses. This 

greatly ~anced the clari ty of the author's conceptual thinking. Presentation 

of the data which concerned proposition four (the inmate group) was clear but 

discussed in still a different way, from previous discussions of the various 

propositions. The authors precluded the analysis which pertain~d to the inmate 

group with a theoretical discussion \.,hich generated \-lorking hypothese. They then 

rather informnlly interwove each hypothesis with those results that were relevant. 

Finally, a weak anaiysis was made of the data which focused in on organization 

change. This analy.E!is Has made without any guidance from either stated general or 

specific hypotheses. 

To this point, the major criticisms are that the authors failed to systematically 

tie their analysis of data to their conceptual framework, as we~l as failing to 

order the sequence of events" These considcJ:D.ti, 'np are extremely important in light 

of possible confusion'as a result of a comparative study involving six organizations. 

Another point in regards to tIle authors' conceptual model is how the various 

concepts were operationally defined. Contrary to the reader's preconceptions, 

the task of operationalizing the concepts wns clear and could be followed. TIle 

major concepts are: type of or,ganization and feedback scssions, (t,lo independent 

variables), the executive's f9rmulation of specific goals, the executive as a 



key link between the organization and its environment, the executive and internal 

strategies, staf:f perception, st'aff-inmate relat ion, inmate perspeci tves, and 

inmate group. (These concepts are operationally defined as dependent variables.) 

Research Desi~ 

The research was comparative and to some extent longitudinal with non-random 

sampling of six institutions selected to maximize differences in goals aWlng 

both. public and private and 10r3e and small organizations. The unit of analysis 

was organizations. 

One impressive point is that it appears that the authors had the study 

thoroughly planned prior to collection of the data. As the reader moves through 

the monograph, it is evident that only with good coordination of efforts would 

a research staff get such good cooperation from six different organizations. 

The authors did an excellent job in establishing sponsorship. 

One major problem with the comparative component of the design ~s that 

it incorporated a -number of dimensions. The reader finds it dIfficult to 

keep the many comparisons clear in his mind as he digests the analysis. Possibly, 

rearranging too comparisons according to organization, or restricting o'neself 

to dealing with fewer dimensions could minimize the confusion when reading 

the analysis. 

In addition to the comparative ~spect of the rlcsign, the authors gathered data at 

," two points in time from each of the organization's participating i~ the study 

(staff data was not collected from the two re-education institutions during 

the second data gathering period.)· Feedback sessions were introduced into 

each of the instituti.ons bet~lC(m data gatheri.ng waves. The major critism of 
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ttht.scomponent of the design is that the authors made . f 
t· 1n erences from results 

generated by this design which cannot be supporte·,d. Q . uest10ns regarding !10!,: 

the organizations were changing were deal t \,}i th 'adequately, however, mos t 

of their inferences as to Hl~ certai.n instituti.ons \'lCre changing was purely 

subjective. To explain further, each institution was given feedback but the 

organization in which most changes occurred received their feedback only a fCH 

weeks before the final testirl~ pe~~ocl, h th' L LL were 0 er 1nstitutions experienced 

the feedback sessions six months prior to t'le f' 1 cl I Lna ata gathering Have. 

In the case of the or~all~zat~O[l wl.'th the most I ~ L L _ clangc, a halo effect could 

have biased the results. I dd' t' 1 n a L-10n, tle survey itself generated different 

responses in each of the or~anl'zat.l.'ons as a It f~' ' ~ c rasu . 0 ~~e1r respective 

differences in size, sources of funds, and goals by which they operated. 

Questionnaire Construction 

As a whole both the staff and inmate questionnaires were well structured. 

'il authors 6'o'enerated primaryl C o<.:e-cllded ' h - responses Wlt little emphasiS placed on open The 

ended questions. There arc of course several points to be llk"lde \.;hich could 

improve:the questionnaires. Number onc, the ~uthors rather frequently used 

a five point response continuum ranging from strongly BBree to strongly disagree. 

Due to pecrple IS reluctnnce to respond to negative response categories, it is 

believed that the alternativesgivcq to the respondent should all be in the positive 

direction • 

Secondly, each response category Has assigned a number. These numbers 

actually placed in the questionnaire could have possibly biaso~ th~i re~~Qts. 

A respondent may be inclined -to m:n-k either small or large numbers more 

frequently. 
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Thirdly, i~ is believed that structured situational questions which only 

give three or four possibl~ alternatives are inappropriate. One response category 

should have been otl}.!:'E in \vhich the respondent could write in an anS\ver ~'lhich 

was not offered (the response category other (write in) was added to the 

questionnaire administrated the second time around.) 

Fourthly, several questions could be reHorked. (1) For possible 

responses to one question, the authors had strongly agree to strongly disagree 

for one dimension and not strict enough to too strict as another dimension. 

Example of responses: Strongly agree; They're not strict enough. 

Strongly disagree; if anything they're too strict 

It is possible for a respondent to strongly agree with the statement but not 

for the reason given. 

Fifthly, the question which referred to the respondent's race was restricted 

to Caucasion, Negro and Oriental. Since the researchers were fortunate enough 

to get this questipn included, they should have put enough categories so everyone 

could be classified or at least include and other category. People tend to get 

upset about this issue. 

It might also be pointed out that the authors included a number of questions 

Hhere the respondent was requested to rank certain things. It is of the reader's 

opinion that this type of response Has handled in the most valid Hay. They 

asked the subjects to list only the t,010 most and t\YO least important response 

choices. It is believed that the respondent can make these kinds of ~istinctions 

fairly clearly. 

Finally, since the scope of this study goes beyond monograph, it is 

difficult to say ~vhich items are unnecessary or whut other items should have 
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been included. More than a dozen =her articles have been written on these 

data. 

Reliability and Va~idi~ 

Some attention \vas 8iven to validity checks Hhich ascertained Ivhether 
\,'er e 

or not virious items Here ~casuring what they/designed to measure. The 

authors maximized cor.':cnt validity of the staff data by constructing a 

number of scales by using the Guttman scaling technique. The co-

efficients of reproductihility Here all above Guttman's minimum of .90. 

Index construction in the inmate data Has limited to only sumating spe.:ific 

items. The authors first determined Hhicll items to sum by factor analysis. 

Of the indexes constructe~, 95% of the variance was accounted for and the average 

factor loading 'das .L,O. The authors demonstrated a conscious effort to extend their 

validity checks at east ~yonQ ace v . ~. ~o • 1 b .1 fall' d;ty E'v".". ti'.oLI,\!,h little research 

in the field or orGanization goes farher beyond content validity, it may prove 

beneficial for researchers in this area of study to consider establishing other 

kinds of valid1LJ c leces. ~ ~ , h 1 1.-n t'!l;S pa~f.·J:cular study, however, the researchers 

had no measure of behavior thus concurrent or predictive validity checks could 

not be made (Note: the tHO arc not the same-reference GuiQnI968.) On the 

other hand, since the studv is comparative, the researchers could have easily cross-

validated their measures. 

Other tlw.n performing coding reliability checks (lio for closed ended data 

and 4.9% for open-ended data) reliability was not mentioned. Possibly the 

reason for not reporting either internal or external reliability checks 

1 t llla '\'" 0" beca\ls!' the checks \"eTc. too lmv to re[1ort. is because t1ey were no. _~~ ~ __ 
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Data Co llectlon 

By utilizing four methods of observations, the authors were able to 

maximize their efforts in applying the most appropriate techniques for each 

research situation. The idea of constructing the staff and inmate questionnaires 

after holding informal interviews with member of the executive core and other 

staff member.s and inmates definitely enhanced the validity of the study. In 

addition, pre-testing the inmates' questionnaires helped the researchers weed 

out ambiguous questions ns Hell as giving the inv8sti."<.li>1'·S some ielea as to hOl-7 

long it would take inmates'to fill out the que~tionnaires. 

The author~ handled the s~ministration of both staff and inmates 

questionnaires quite adequately. the staff was first contacted by the 

administration and th~n administered the questionnaires to small groups. 

The role that the administrators of each institution played in the research 

helRed establish the legitimacy of the study. The inmate questionnaires were also 

administered to small groups with special emphasis focused on trying to minimize 

staff personnel intervention and contamination as a result of the youth dis-

cussin~~ some of the ques(:i.t"lns aloud. 

Analysis 

The authors relied on conventional contingency tables for presentation of 

their data. The tables were usually consistant and were arranged in a logical 

order. Generally, the response categories were mutually exclusive and inclusive 

in the ranee of responses. There were some exception in the situational items 

discussed earlier in the paper. For some unknown reason the authors failed to account 

for the missing data. Blanks appeared in many of the tables without any explanation 

as to what happened', 
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The analysi~ was predominantly b4var~ate, ho e th ~ ~ w ver, e researchers did control 

for background attributes of the inmates while analysing six different indices 

on.inmates perspectives by organizations. It was 108ically determined that back-

ground information of the inm.:ltes did not h f upset t e 'indings of predicted 

organizational differences on perspectives t d' ~ ( s u ~elJ perspectives on the institution 

and staff, adaptation, at1d' l~) se ]~ . There were no statistics used to aid the 

authors in determining" t"hether the differences between the actual values and the 

pee ted values were in fact different beyond chance. In fact, statistics were 

ex-

used only \.Jhen the authors Here interested 'n f' " , L '~na1ng 1tems which were significantly 

different according to custodial-treatment oriented staff groups. After 14 items 

passed the Kolmogorov Smirnov T b S I w - amp e Test these items were processed throu2h ., 

Guttmen I S scaling teclmic/.1.les. 

In presenting the results of the o::tucjv,the tt d _ J au Ilors ten ed to generalize to 

correctional institutions in general indicating that the six institutions 

included in the study were representative,'. This is a fallacy of most researchers 

\-7ho have non-random samples. I tl h n 'le case at and, the bridge from the sample to 

the universe was built entirely on logic. There was little inferential 

statistics used to assist in mak~ng tIle j"ln1p. 0 L " C ne can argue that ~vith a non-

~~ owever, t e researcher should probability sample statistics arc not approp"'ate. 11 h 

restrict himself to the pop,ulation being sttlcl{ed. A 1 .' ~ ccorcing to Tunny and 

Cornfield (1956) if one wants to general f7 "_ 'v"l',tll a f bl _ ~_. com:ort.:l e degree of confidence 

from a sample. to a larger universe, fft'st, part of h 1: _ ~ _ t e )ridgc should be constructed 

by in[er~uUAl statistics and the remaining part built on logic. These authors 

contend that a weak statistical-loQ4c br f clr,e' btl b~ L = 18 c·ter tlan a bridge built 

purely on logic. 
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Conclusion 

After studying this piece of research through1y, one would say that the 

author's data does not clearly support all of their guiding propositions or 

their working hypotheses as reported. The main reason for this lack of support is 

due to few tests of significant differences between organizations. In addition, 

reporting specific differences found to be statistically significant leaves 

one with the feeling that maybe these were the only significant differences found. 

The authors d¢& not seem to bend over backYlsrds to prove themselves \yTong 

before directly or indirectly inferring that there was a specific difference 

among organizations. In cases where evidence was weak, they tended to 

rationalize and become extremely ambiguous in reporting some of the results. 

In summary, the reader commends the authors on certain aspects of their 

study e.g. the number of mE.~thocls of observations used, the index construction 

the data gathering, and the questionnaire ~~~struction. However, it is believed 

that the quality of data gathered warranted a more thotough analy~is. The kind of 

analysis used is· appropriate for a purely discriptive study.but it is felt that 

these data could have saie! much more about the area of knowledge explored. 

As it turned out, the authors attempted to make inferences beyond the scope of 

their analysis. 
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